Fresh thinking
brought us together!
Working with Corporates and
Gen Y university students,
enabled us to have fresh ideas
and bridge the gaps we
identified as critical for future
success in organisations.
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Director of VASA
Associates

Audra Lamoon is all about
bringing people and business
together to generate
relationships and revenues.
An award winning global
trainer, specialist coach
and consultant, she is an
expert in the field of winning
work through bid,
presentation and media
skills, as well as consultancy
in various sectors in
collaborative partnerships.

✆

+44 (0)1304 382321

Vicky’s vast experience of
working in the field of
organisation and people
development, enables her to
partner people and
organisations who are
committed to change.

“Vicky is a fantastic person to work with. She is
extremely engaging, is a great relationships-builder
and really customises her services to fit customers'
needs. She did a 'personal resilience' workshop for
my team ; the feedback was terrific and we saw
almost immediate benefits. I strongly recommend
Vicky!”
P d'Arbonneau, VP & Finance Director, Western Europe,
GlaxoSmithKline

North American Properties started collaborating
with Livewire team in our mutual pursuit of
transforming the guest service experience and work
relationships at Atlantic Station, Georgia. Her team
piloted a programme with the property and leasing
management teams which was rolled out to the
hundreds of individuals. Livewire understands our
goals and their programme has been instrumental
in improving our relationships within our own team,
with our contractors, and most importantly our
Atlantic Station guest.
Mark Toro, Managing Partner Northern American Properties USA

It’s not enough to think outside the
box. You need to create a completely
new autonomous ‘sandbox’

She has a Masters degree in
Organisation Development
and Consultancy, is a UKCP
Psychotherapist, qualified
Coach and INLPTA NLP
Trainer. She works as an
international executive
coach, facilitator, speaker
and trainer.

✆

+44 (0)1795 888510

Info@TheCorporateIntrapreneur.co.uk

Endorsed by Dr Tendayi Viki, PhD
Founder of Valideation
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THE WORLD AS IT IS NOW!

OLD WAYS OF WORKING AREN’T WORKING

FRESH THINKING FOR YOUR FUTURE

Business today faces a world made up of
buyers who have been brought up to be 100%
connected, with a mindset that change is
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If you’re organisation and its’ people don’t
have the energy essential to innovate, you’re
already on the back foot. With TCI we can
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How do you maximise such a diverse
workforce made up of 19-75+ year olds? At
the TCI Big Debate unlock the potential, break
down the barriers and tap into the fresh ideas
and wealth of experience that your workforce
has to offer.
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